Magnetic moment assisted layer-by-layer film formation of a Prussian Blue analog.
We formed magnetic moment assisted layer-by-layer (LbL) films of a Prussian Blue analogue (PB). We applied an external magnetic field to each monolayer of PB to orient the magnetic moment of the compound perpendicular to the substrate. Aligned moments or orientation of the magnetic compounds themselves were immobilized in each monolayer, so that the moments could augment formation of the subsequent monolayers of LbL adsorption process. We hence could form multilayered LbL films of PB molecules with their magnetic moments oriented perpendicular to the substrate. We also formed LbL films of the compound with their moments oriented parallel to the substrate and facing one particular direction. We have measured conductivity and dielectric constant of the two types of films and compared the parameters with that of conventional LbL films deposited without orienting magnetic moments of the molecules.